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QENERAL DESCRIPTION 

BBC Is a two dimensional, multlfluid Eulerion hydro-radlatIon coda baaed on KRAKEN(I) and some of Roger DeBar's subsequent Ideas. It has been developed in the explosion group in T-Divislon as a basic two dimensional code to which various types of physics can be added. For this reason BBC Is a FORTRAN <l_RLTRAN> code. In order to gain the 2-1 to 4-1 speed advantage of the STACKLIB<2> software on the 7600'a and to be able to ©xocute at high speed o.\ the STAR, the vector extensions of LRLTRAN(3) (STARTRAN) have been used Throughout the code. 
Either cylindrical or slab type problems can be run on BBC. Tha grid la bounded by a rectanoular band of boundary zones. The tntsrfecaa etvieen the regular and boundary zones can be selected to bo either a rigid or non-rigid Interfaces. The setup for BBC problems is described in the KEG Manual(4) and LEO Manual(5). The difference equations era described In BBC Hydrodynarn lcs(6) . 
The basic input and output for BBC is described in the following sections: Input cards, Long Edits, Short Edits, Generator and Restart Dumps, Graphics. 

References 
B. DeBar, Fundamentals of the KRAKEN Code, UClD-17366. H. McWahon, L. J. Slosn, STACKLJB, A Vector Function Library of Optimum Stack-Loops for the CDC-7600. Zwakanberg et il., LRLTRAN Extensions, UCID-3O019 (July 1971). (. Warshaw, K.EO Manual, UClO-17461 (May 19771. 1. Warshaw, The LEG System, In preparation, n. Sutcliffe, BBC Hydrodynontcs, UCID-17010, 
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USERS MANUALS 

Thla manuat, the BBC USERS MANUAL, can bo obtained and printed by: 
ELF RLS .533200:TBBCDOC:DCBBCF / T V then: 
TRIX AC!PRINT(<RJET» DCBBCF B0X«>) / T V 
Simitary tho BBCPLOT USERS MANUAL can be obtained and printed by: 
ELF RDS .939200:TBBCDOC:DCPLTF / T V then: 
TRIX AC!PRINTC<RJET» OCPLTF BOX«>> / T V 
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INPUT CARDS 

Following Is a list of Input cards for BBC. Only the Title and End cards are required. All others are optional. Al\ cards, with the exception of a BOX-ID change card, are field free, spp.-e delimited end are identified by ASCII mnemonics as their first entry. The card entries are ASCII, fixed and floating type data. An example of the different kinds of date acceptable would bo: 
ABCEF ASCII up to 10 characters (7600), and 8 characters (STAR) 10 fixed point decimal 12B fixed point octal 10. floating point, F Typo l.E+01 floating point, E Type 

TITLE CARD Tha _ _. , . .__ .. .._ __. _ ._ .. ._ _.._ _. the generator or restart dump Filo. It must be the first card In any input decK with the restart dump fllo name being the first entry. 
Example: NAME JHSP 

NAME = disk file name of GENERATOR or RESTART dump, JHSP = HSP edit sentinel = 0 or blank, output to FRS0 {Default value) = 1, output to HSP = anything el so, save output on dlak under fanny nane (JHSPJ. 

BOX-ID CARD The box number and problem title printed on Ths edits Is that which the user supplied to kEG or MEL. If the user wishes to change oither of these itoms he can do so with a special card which must come directly after the TITLE CARD. This card is not field free but has e special format (A3, IX, A3, IX, 3A10). 
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Example: BOX Q04 MEW PROBLEM TITLE 
The nbiavt* card YJOU\C! cause a'l output to be sent to box G04 and the MEW PROBLEM TITLE to be used. 

ST CARD Thi» cora speei-fiea the st^rt and step rime of the problem, the initial DT, the minimum DT, and the stg^ cycle. In that order. If an ST card i3 used, It should precede any •frequency c*rds. This card has the same focmat and function as the ST card in the K.t& Input deck.. These values will supersede those input via KEG or MEL. 
Example: ST Tl T2 T3 T4 NC 

ST « Type of card Tl * Problem start time T2 = Problem stop time T3 * lnixial delta T T4 * Minimum delta T NC * Problem stop cycle 
Example: ST 0. 20. .001 0. 50 
This input would cause the problem to terminate at £0, shakes or 50 
cycles, whlchover comes first. The initial 0T would be .001 and the 
minimum DT would be unchanged, because T4 « 0. Is a delimiter in this case. Note: BBC will end rather then ruin vJlth a DT less than T4. The default values for Tl, T2, T3, T4 ond NC ore zero. 

LEVAR CARD This card allows the user to choose which variables are to be printed on the long edits. The variables era represented by integers. <sno the Variable Identification List). The default list Is fractional volume (1), t.istarlal density (3), and material energy 171. A positive Intoaer odds a variable to the list s.nd a nagEst | vo Integer delates it. 
Example: LEVAR 11 IS -7 
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Tito above input would cause a long odit of fract ionnt volume CI), p-.-i-e-lal density C3), zone density ill), pressure (IS). metorial energy 
i7> would not appear in the leng edits. 

EDTOL CARD This card allows the user to choose the number of significant f i flures in tha lond edit, the R rnd Z orientation for tho edits, =ind the threshold fract ional volume f o<~ the mater ial nap. If thi ? card is 01 • -.teci the tons ^dits will have four sioni f icant figures CE10.3 t'Oi-ftat', the Z ax is will be nor Izontal, and the volume fraction vhrashold will be 0.t. 
E*cn,>te: EDTOL I J X 

I = number of stgni-f leant figuroa J « blank., 0, or 1, horizontal Z axis » 2, horizontal R axia X = fraction between 0. and 1. 
Note; If K is greater than 1 the material map will not be printed. 

FREQUENCY INTERVAL CARDS 
These cards are identified by a four letter mnemonic, lr\ which the first two letters specify the type of action takon by the code and the last two the type of frequency or interval iPiforn«t Ion a I von on the 

card. 

LEFi CARD This card specifies tho frequency (F) and the Interval (I) in cycle or time durinp which to tako a LONG EDIT CLE). If IF) is a (T> then frequency is given by time, if (F) is a (C) then frequency la given by cycle. Tht? internal (I) can also bo g t von by cyclo or time and is daslanatoci In the name way. The first interval is from tho problem start time or eye'e, to tho first cycle or time CI) entry on the input cord. Entries for the intervals either by time or cycle must be 

-5-
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Increasing. Cycles and times must be fixed and floating point numbers respectively. I-f a second long edit card is needed it must have the same letters (LEFI) as the first. (f the last interval fs less then the stop time or cycle no action will be taken until the problem terminates. 
Examples: 

A) LETT I. 5. 2. 10. Take a long edit every shake until the problem time is 5 shakes, then every 2 shakes until the problem time is 10 shakes. 
Bl LECT I 5, Z 10. Take a long edit every cycle until 5 shakes, then every 2 cycles until 10 shakes is reached. 
C) LECC 1 S 2 10 Take a long edit every cycle until the cycle count Is 5 cycles, thon every 2 cycles, until the cycle count Is 10. 
0) LETC 1. 3 2. 10 Take a long adit every shake until cycle count la 5 cycles, then every 2 shakes until the cycle count 'is 10 cycles. 

The default v-lue for the LE type cord is LETT 1.E20 1.E20 

SEP1 CARO This card specifies when to write a short edit ?SE>. A short edit la also automatically taken whan ever a long adit Is called for. 
Example: SETT 1. 8. S. 10. 
Take • short edit every shake for 3 shakes, then every 2 shakes until time is 10 shakes. The default value for the 3E type card is SETT 1.E20 1.E20 
NOTE: See LEF1 example for various types of Input. 

RSFI CARD This card specifies when to write a restart dump (RS). A dump is 
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forced every IB minutes of machine time If not otherwise scheduled. However, this, can be changed or dumps can be suppressed by using a SENTL Input card. Only the last dump wrTtton Is saved on disk, if the entira family is to be savsd an R5M0DE input card must be used. 
Example: RSCC 500 2000 
Writ* a rostart dump every 500 cycles until the cycle count is 2000. The default value for tho RS type card Is RSTT 1 . E20 I.E20 
NOTE: See LEFI exenple for various types of input. 

DTTI CARD This card specifies a variety of delta T controls between the intervals (I), If (T) is a positive floating point number ther ft represents a coiling DT, if (T) is negative its absolute value will be used us the evele BT regardless of othe cycle DT candidates- The interval (I) can be given In either time (T) or cycle (C). 
Example'- OTTT 1. o. 
Run the problem with a DT of not noro than I. for 5 3hakes, then let code calculate its own DT. 
Exanple: DTTC -.1 3 
Run the problem with a 0T of .1 for 3 cycles, then lot tho code calculate its own DT. The default value for this card is DTTT 1.ES0 1.E20 
NOTE: Too large a control DT may cause fatal errors. Howovor, it Is vary useful for comparing codes or problems on a cycle by cycle basis. 
NOTE: .See LE^I example for various types of input. 

FVFI CARD This card specifies when to write a Fractional volume dump to be used by the BBC plotter. The dumps ore left on disk in a family o? files stertlno with FvYAA, The first Three characters aro the last throe char-liters of the or iglnal gonorator restart dump file nana, 

-7-
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Example: FvTT 5. BO. 1, 100. 
Wrlta a FV dump every 5 ahafces for 50 shakes, than ovary 1 shake until problam time Is aguat xo 100 shakes. Default value la FVTT I.E20 \,E20 

R&MODfc CARD If the **amr wishes to keep the entire family of dumps this card must be used along with the RSF1 card. 
Example: RSMODE 00 BOB 
This will cause restart dumps to be femiled on disk start!no with BOB/AA through BOB/ZZ. Every time a dump Is wrltton the lost, letter of the name will bo incremented by one, producing tha next letter of tha alphabet. If SOB/AZ la reached dlrlno the run the next member of the fomi\y will be BOB/BA and so on. The CD on the input Una indicates the problem run win be started from a disk, dump (D), and the restart dumps will be wri-tten on disk (D) . The option to use tapes for dump3 may be implemented ot a later date. 

£N0 CARD This card Indicates that there are no more Input cards to be read -and only patch cards may follow. 

PATCH CARDS Patch cards arm a means of chancing either data or coding at execute time. This type of input is not available to a casual user as the listing o* the code la necessary. There muuat be an <M) in column 11) to Indicate a patch c*rd. 
Example; M ADVEC, 241B * 04O000OZ604600OB (ADVEC, 0., 01 
The above patch cards would change the 241st octal word of subroutine AOVEC to have tho contents Indicated. 

K /FREQCOtV , 259 = 1 
Tha above patch card would caus- the 259th dacimal word of common black 
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/FREOPCM/ to ba fixad point 1. 
NOTE1: Patch cards are aval labia only on th« 7600 

CRTSS CARD This cartt Indicates a CRT snapshot schedule and ts struct eel as 
follows: 
Exon--.lc- CRT^S 1 J K XI X2 Y! Y2 N Nl N2 . . T Tl T2. . . 

t =< inteQer v&iMable Identification (so© variable ID list) 
J = material raoic.-> no, , if 0 all regions are plotted 
K = typo of prld (so* 0RDERL1B Subroutine Lihrary, pp. 123) 

- 1, ho o? id 1Inos 
= 5, draw grid lines 
= 9, dotted grid tines 

XI - xmln of grid, Input 0. or xmin 
X2 = <max of orId, i nput 0. or X M S M 
YJ = ynln of grid, 1nput 0. op ynln 
Y2 = /men of grid. Input 0. or ymax 
N = K for vertical or L For horizontal linos 

HI N2-- = K or L line nunbers along which var-lable is plotted. 
T = T indlostS3 snapshot t f mos follow 

Tl T2- - = Tines T.O tales snapshots 
If any of the XI, X2, YT, Y2 ere 0. tho appropriato minimum or maximum will be 
s«t automatical \y c-o^ind i no on tho plot data, 
ExBrtple: CRTSS 4 0 9 0. 0. 1. 5. U 5 15 T 0- 2, 10. 
This input wojld olox materiel temporature (TN) alono L lines 9 and 15 at times 
zero, two end tor. shakos. Since (J) = 0 (TN) would be plotted far all regions wtti- n typo 9 grid, with the indicated ». and y limits. If the total numbnr of regions in this prob lent was 3, then tho above card would produce 18 snapshots. To^-al •• ;*;-9) x (ha, of lines) x (No. of times) The maximum 1* 150 snapshots. If the max i nun 13 rcschod an orror messsgn will bo written. 

SENTL CARD This input lots the user reset code parameters, floor values and 
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choose phys(e» options a1 

sentinel numiiar* directly ._, de"au!t vatuos aoo "SENTINEL DEFAULT 
BBC execution time followed by ' " VAl 

The input la In pairs, that Is, n«w value. For a list of sentinel In table of contents. 
E/wnptei SEMTL IS 1 10 1 36 1.75 
this Input would set sentinel IB to 1 which would causa the code to calculate erortjy diffusion, sentinel 10 would be set to 1 which would cause the 0 xo be se-c to zero instead of calculated. and sentinel 36, the growth DT multiplier, would bo rsuat fron. 1.2 (default vslua) to 1.75. 

TRCL1M CARD This card is used In conjunction with the IBUQ option. When the I3U0 optisn ia -urnad on a debug trace la written In all major physics routines. The TRCLIH input describes the window In the grid that the traca will run over. The default valua Is the entire grid. 
Example: TRCLIK Kl K2 LI LS 
This Input would describe e window in the or Id wltfx the a Wen K and L limits, «n.-j cnly that portion of the grid would be printed out. 
NrTE: The 1BU0 option is intended only for code development and will produce e ccnsio'arabWi ancunt of HSP output, much of It unintelligible to tha casual user. 

XL AX "JARD This card 
real"."». specifies the input for correction for a given material 

Example: XL AX Ml XI. M2 X2 M(nm) X(nm> . 
Mtnm) « fixed point external region number Xtnm) « fleeting point parameter 

SRC CARD This Input causes an external source regions specified over the Indicated time Interval. to be edded to the materiel 
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E«mple; SRC I J T1 S I T2 S2 Tn Sn 
i - type of external source J > external rap ion number T = time Jn shakes S = source value 

This Input causes sn external source of type (1J to be added to region (J) over the time Interval Til) to T(i+1). If J Is 0 then the source Is added to all regions. The source at any given -tine is linearly Interpolated from the values given , At present the types of sources (I) are the following 
S a l , Energy source, & Is the energy added up to time T I = 2, Z Velocity source, S ts the 2 velocity at time T 1 = 3, R Velocity source, S Is the R velocity at time T I = A, 2 Acceierat ion source, S is the 2 acceleration at time T 1 = 5, R Acceleration source, 5 is the R acceleration at time T 

LIMLED CARD This card ts used to either delete regions or add regions to the long adit printout. If tha region number ts input as a negative fWod point integer, then that region will not be edited. If it is inputed e-s a positive integer, then it wilt bo included in the edit. By default ell regions are part of the long edit. 
Example: LIMLED -I -J K 
This Input would suppress all long edits for external regions ! and J, and region K would be included in the long edit. The LIMLED card also allows the user to specify a window in the grid described by K and L line input. 
Example: L1MLE0 KLL1M KM IN K.11AX LM1M LMAX 
This input would cause only the zones contained In the window to be part of the lend edit, A combination of the first two examples is also valid. 
Example: LIMLED I J -K KLLIM KM1 N KMAX LMIN LHAK 
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LONG EDITS 

The Eularlan nash, whether describing a planar slab or a cylinder of revolution, t* made up of KMAX vertical Unas by UMAX horizontal lines, or (KMAX-M»(LMAX-11 rectangular zones. Each zone fa labeled by the K,L of The grid lines that pass through the upper right hand corner of the zone, as is done In some other laboratory codas. Except for the velocities all variables bra zone-cer>tered; •the velocities are Interfsce-conterod. The Ft velocity Is the velocity mx the top at the zona, while the Z veloclxy is the velocity at the right side ax the zone. Generally, tha Z-sxls is positive to the right, and the R-ax 9 is positive upward. See (ref. 4) for Illustrations. 
The material attributes and velocities aro printed out in rectangular matrices corresponding to the Eulerlan mesh. Since for most large problems it is not possible to print an attribute for the \*ho\« mesh on a single 60 line by 120-column printor page, th* mesh for purposes of output is Broken up Into panels, or logical subneshes, sizid so that each panel Just fills uo a single page as necessary. This size is 90 lines by N columns, N depending on the desired number of significant figures. Each panel page is labeled with the K and L line numbors for the zones of the mosh that ere contained In the panel, in add I "-Ion to othor ident If Icat 1 on. The sequence of panels 1 s columnwi se, startina fron the upper leFt panel and working down. 
Superfluous zeros are squoezed out. If a given variable for a specified material In the problem can fit Into a rectangular submesh, with oil entries outside this submesh being zero, only this cubmosh is divided Into pane's and printed. Further, panels containing all z«*ros aro not printed. Instoed,, a one-line "zero panel*' message will oppear Just below i*-.3 previous panel. 
An option is provided on the input to the coda (s«o E0T0L card) to flip the orientation of the mesh for the panel printout. The normel orientation is with tho Z-dxis horizontal; on flipping tho mesh the panels will b<a printed with the Z-axis vertical and the appropriate K end L line l^bols switched. There Is also an Input card (LIMLED) that lets the user se'ect certain regions and grid windows that aro to be edited. The zone label convention (upper right corner) will obviously continue to hold. This option is oxtramely ureful for minimizing the nunbi?;- of pci&s of printed output. Each pcncl has e maximum of 50 lines of data. The maximum number of columns ficr panel is determined by tha number of significant figures given on the EDi'QL input curd. NSIG Is what follows: 
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Numbor o f Co lumns Format Zones per Ponffl 
E7.0 800 E6. 1 700 E9.2 600 E10.3 540 Ell .1 500 E12.5 450 E13.6 400 E14.7 400 E20. 13 250 

SHORT EDITS 

9 or more 

Tha short edit consists of the followinfl parts: 1) 0T Table Edit, 2) floss, 
£norgy -ond Momentum Check, 31 Reflional Totals or Averages 4) Material Hep. 
1. DELTA T E9IT At present there are eight DT's listed In the table. The first 
is the 0T for the previous cycle ond the rest are candidates for the comino 
cycle. 

DTIN = OT For the previous cycle 
•7CT = OT control 
DTCU = Couran: DT 
OTVM = Volume OT 
DTCE = OT ceilino 
DTI3R = Growth DT 
DTTM = Temperature DT 
DTSR = Source OT 

2. MASS, ENERGY AND MOMENTUM CHECK The initial, currant and fract1onal 
differonc&s ai-o given for the mess, Z-momenturn, R-momentum, and total energy of 
the ontiro problem. 
3. REGIONAL TOTALS OR AVERAGES For each region and for the problem as m whole 
tho fol low inn quant tt fes are olvon: total volu-.o, average density, 
mo.'ss-ovcreaod tomperctura. total internal energy, total k l net Ic energy, total 
Z-momentum, total R-momenturn. 
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It la possible that the total Z and R momenta aro slightly different from those above. The reason is that the interface masses and velocities are used for the .nomentum and energy cheeks while zone mosses and velocities ar* used for the regional edits. Similarly the sum of the total Internal end kinetic energies might ba slightly differont from the total energy above. 
4, MATERIAL MAP If there is more then one material or region in the problem, the material contents of the zones in the Eulerian mesh are printed out ^s a rectangular matrix of symbols. Zones containing Just one material are labeled by - letter corrrespor.di^g to that material, and zones with two or more mct-'riels ere labeled with an Integer denoting the number of materials in that 2on<si. In the unlikely cose of 10 or more materials in a zone, the symbol is en asterisk. The boundary of the problem is labeled by a string of plus signs. 

This material map is labeled by the K and L line numbers corresponding to the zones. A maximum of 50 lines by 100 columns is allowed for this map; meshes that are larger in extent will be broken up into logical aubmeshos tor panels) and printed so that each submflsh goes on a separate page. The ordering of these pane1.* and the orionta^lon of the mesh Is the samo as that for the printed output. 
Immediately following this map ore two tables for the intarpetatIon of the material map. The first identifies the Iotter with the corresponding material or region numbars, and the second lists the contents of the mult(material zones. 
The presence Cor absence) of a givai. material in e zone in this map is determined by the fraction of the zone volume it occupies. Idaally.if this fraction is not zero, the material is considorod present. However, for pu-poses of clarity a "fraction threshold" Is specified so thet ell materials in a zor.e whose zonal volume fraction falls below this limit are ignored In making the map. The '"normal" value for this threshold is 0.1, but different ones can be set by T.he E0TOL input card. 

.,- PROBLEM GENERATION (KE0 or f _L) 
"'"" In order to run BBC it Is necessary to hove a KEG generator, MEL link or BBC Mstart dunp. A KEG dump is obtained by running tRe generator code KEG. The dump Is named by eppandinfl n /K to the KEG input file name, e.g. if the KEG input file Is PR0B the KEQ durip will be PR0B/K. For m detailed write up on the KEG generator see KEG, An Eulerlan Configeretion Generator for BBC and VGA, see 

16 
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Crof. 41. A MEL \ink dump is obtained by running the linking code MEL. The 
dump is nsned by appendino o /M to tho MEL input file name. Tfio format of tho 
dump Is identical xo th,-t. of tho KEG generator dump end tho BBC restart dump. 
For fui—her i>*if ornet I en see, Irof . 5 ) . 

BBC RESTART DUMPS 

BBC restart dunps are obtainod by using an RSF[ input card as described in 
ttvs diiv-l, or by typi.-'j R"DUMP on th-a teletype while BBC is running. The file 
is natio-J \j appcP'i i "(J R slash ?nd Cwo letters to the KEG or MEL Input file name, 
e. n- r'*,r\> A"s. Tiic f i ""t let tor represents the nunber of t imos the problem has 
bT-sn rr, . 'cd. Fo.- c--?npie the first run might stert from PROB/K and produce a 
rcstert fjt-iP P;-:fi3' \fl.. Tho second run would then start with PROB/AA and produce 
F*ROE/B\ if the -.'•icr electa to sovs all the dumps, then a RSMODE input card 
must bo >..snd Elony with the RSFI card and then the second lottor represents the 
nur 11.- or dutn;3s f^r th^i run. If ths name on the RSMODE card is BJB then the 
r.».fL-t.-t donp sn tho First run wilt bo named BOB/AA and prod'-ica BOB/AB....BOB/AF. 
The vaCGrsc" ru-> niaht utart with &ni? - AF and then produce BOB/BA, BOB/BB etc. 

P.C ras'nrt dumps have the sane format. Some of tho contents 
The f ir it word o.' the dunp i s numbered 1 bo low. 

CONTENTS 
box number 
pro"blCi.i ident if I cat ion 
current cycle 
current time 
current Delta T 
Stop ttfflO 
stop cycle 
date, mm-iilne dump made 
t im<3 dump mndc 

date, machine cyela 0 run time cycle 0 run 
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253 171 name 254 172 date, machine BBC loaded 255 173 time 256 174 name 257 175 date, machine KEG loaded 260 176 time 261 177 name 262 178 date, machine Problem generated 253 179 time 

GRAPHICS OUTPUT FROM BBC 
At present there era three types of graphics output oval labia from BBC; contour plots* profile or snapshot plots and material boundary plots. 
Two-dlnensional contour plots display lines of equal value of data Ee.g. lsothorms, Issbars, etc >• Plots can fc>e generated for almost all material and zonal quamiaa calculated In BBC. Contour plots are plotted from BBC, KEG or MEL Gumps Three dimensional plots are available only on the 7600. 
Snapshots of profiles, parallel to the Z or R axis, of any long edit variables ore available with the use of CRTSS cards. The data for profiles Is written In o di3k. file during ^ BBC problem run. The file is named by appending S5/AA to the name of the Keg input file, e.,g. PRuBSS/AA. 
Fractional Volume plots are produced from BBC FV dumps written during a BBC problem run as a result of a FtfFI input card. Material boundaries mro plotted as the fractional volume contours wlt'i a value of one-half. 

All threo types of graphic output (contours, snapshots and fractional volumes) bi-t. ob?al.idd by executing BBCPLOT with the appropriate dump filas. 
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BBCEDIT POST PROCESSOR 

BBCED1T is on interactive BBC utility code that reeds a BBC, KEG or MEL dump end 3Cits user requested infomst i on. At present the edit consists of regional mans, Intornal energy, k i net i c onoro.y, momentum in the 2 direction and momentun in the R direction. 
In order to use 3BCEDIT It must first be obtained from the photostore as 

follows: 
ELF RDS .535200iTBBCCODE:BBCEDIT / T V 
New to ev.ecuto BBCEDIT the user types either: 
BBC-SDIT JOPT BOXtt JHSP TITLE / T V or BBCE01T JOPT / T V 

JOPT = TTY, all input is from tho teletype = other, all input is from input fits (other) BOXS = users box number JHSP = 0, output edits to FR60-fichc = 1, output edits to HSP = 2, output edits left in disk file HSPEDT = 59, output edits to celetypo TITLE = HSP 10 up to eight characters 
If input is fron a disk file (e.g. JOPT not equal TTY), then The first line in the disk, file must toe'- BOXtt JHSP TITLE All comm;i-ids ore space delimited and us many as is convelent can bo inputod on the sane lino. The KL, LL, and Fl or FA commands are inputod first, in any order, followod by the ED command. A list of acceptable input commands, c fc?rc i f description of their functions, and an example of usage follows. 

KL KLINE1 KLINE2 Thir input describes the K line limits for a window within tho problem a'" id over which the adit is to run. 
LL LLINEI LLINEZ This Input describes the L line limits for a window within tho problem grid ovor which the edit is to run. 
Lxamplo: KL 10 15 LL 5 25 
This input causes the edit to be run over only thoeie zones between K linos 10 and i rt. end L lines 5 and 25. 
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FI F1 F2 F26 , This input gives a list of BBC, KEG or MEL dumps that mm to be edited, The list Is ended by a coma, end if a file is missing 't is assumed to be an input error. 
Example.: FI B3B/AA BOD/AB BOB/AC , 

FA FA1 FA2 Thl» input generates a list of files from FA1 through FA2. The family cannot have more than 676 members. A family is defined wher« the sequonclno Is performed on the right most character of the fI la name in ascend I no order. 
Example: FA NOR/C NOR/F 
This input is equivalent to Fl NOR/C NOR/D NOR/E NOR/F , 
Example: FA B0B/AA B5B/Z2 
This Input generates all possible files for family BOB. The FA commend Is especially useful for ntghttimG Production work when the list of files to be edited Is not yet known. 

ED This command Is given of,or the KL, LL and eith»r- the FI or FA commands have been issued. it causes an edit to be 'taken and after compltotlon the user will be prompted for more input commands. 

Following Is an example of usage: 
BBCEOIT TTY Q04 1 I01NF0 / T V 
code promps; INPUT: 
FI BOB/AA BOB/AB , KL 10 20 LL 5 10 ED 
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This input would cause the codo to read dump BOB/AA and tako an edit of the zones within the window described, and then read BOB/AB and take a similar adit. When the two edits are compltod the code will prompt for more input. 
code promps: [NPUT: 
LL 20 90 ED END 
This input would cause the some action 93 before, except the window would bo changed by the new LL Input and tho END comnand wruld end cho codo run. 

EXECUTION OF BBC 
BBC can be executed on either the 7600 or the STAR computers in th© same manner, but because tho generator and link codas "My exists on the 760O's the dump3 produced are written In tho 7600 format. In order to use those restart dumps on tho STAR they nust first bo converted to the STAR format. This conversion is accomplished on the 7600 by executing a utility codo called CONOUMP which resrl-s and then writes restart dumps in the STAR format. It is also passible t.o convert dumps wrttteh on the STAR to the 7600 format. 'n addition CONDUMP can convert Snapshot an<2 Fractional Volune dumps produced by BBC from one machine to the other. 
CONDUMP resldos in the public file KEG or* the 76QQ*s and car, be obtained by typing'-

X KEG CON0UMP 0. / T V then: CONDUMP / T V 
When CONDUMP is executed a HELP message will inform tho user of tho 1 nput parameters necessary for the convors 1 on n-T restart ancJ dump files. For further documentation on CONCUMP soo ;ref, 1J. 

The first step Is running a problem on BBC Is to gene-sate a KEG or MEL disk dump or to obtain a restart dump from a previous run. Onca this has been accomplished there are two methods to execute the BBC code. 
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PROBLEM EXECUTION 

If no further Input ts required (i.e. frequency cards, patch cards etc) BBC may be executed as follows? 
BBC TTY NAME JHSP / T V 

BBC = name of public code file TTY = sentinel Indicating no Input file. NAME = name of [-•start dump disk, file, JHSP = output designation sentinel = 0, output to FR80 (default value) • 1, output to HSP • other, output in disk, file called (ether) 
•he user wishes to input any data, (e.g. overwrite defeult v* . -t by KEG or MEL), an Input card disk file must be created-Thfc ; file might be called PROBX for example. Than BBC Is executed 

BBC PROBX JHSP / T V 
BBC = public code file name PROBX = name of Input card disk file JHSP * semo as previous exerrtple 

After the user types In either line BBC answers with the following two lines of output to the teletype: first line: (3 word prob title) (Time) (Cycle) (Time and date of run) second line: (name, time and data of dump) (name, tlme, date BBC was made) Other BbC-ta-user messages occur as they are required and at the end of the run. 

TELETYPE INTERACTION 
While the problem Is running the user can communicate with the code through the teletype in the following manner. Every cycle the code checks for e message 
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pack, to the If a nessaje has, been typed the code responds with a message 

USER TYPES 
E R STG END SED LED RSDUMP TSTOP T NCSTOP N GO PAUSE N 

CODE RESFONDS 
current cycle, time and delta T drtergy cheek edit at current cycle energy diffusion adit at current cycle edit of storege in use at current cycle problem is terminated at current cycle short edit Is taken at current cycle lona edit Is taken at current cycle restart dump is taken at current cycle stop time of problem Is chonae to time T stop cycle of problem is changed to cycle N this message is needed to restart the problem causes the code to pause at cycle N. and wait f T any subsequent nessages from the tele-xype. At this point any c* the above messages may be typed alono with a <i0 to restart the problem, If N is left out the code pauses immediately. 

PRODUCTION RUNS 

Running BBC problams during production hours on either the 7600 or STAR can be accomplished in the following manner. 

7600 PRDUCTIOC* RUNS 
A) Prepare a (ADT-RDF1LES) tape which cotvtainos a BBC, KEG or MEL dump and an input command file-

Example: ADT DFXXX PROB/K PROBX / T V 
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DFXKK a name o-f user supplied tape PROB/K = nana of BBC restart dump PROBX * name of BBC input command file 

B) Now set up an ORDER Input deck to be submitted and run under the ORDER production system as follows. 
Card «1: (1>*1D (7)EFF0RT DESIGNATOR (S63USER NAME (49HD INFO (6BJBOX * 
Note: The numbers In prostheses, in the above card, ara column Indicators. 
Card «2: -RDFILES DFXXX PROB/K PROBX 
Tho above ORDER card will cause the readino from tip* of the BBC restart dump and Input command filo needod for the production run. 
If restart dumps are wrU'en durlno the BBC production run the following ORDER Input card Is required to save the dumps on tape after the run is complete. 
Card #3: «AOT OFYYY PROB/AA PROB/AG 

DFYYY = name of user supplied tape PROB/AA PROB/AS = list of BBC restart dumps 
Cord *4: *XEQ BBC 
The abovo card starts BBC, and the next card contains the execute line. 
Card *8: 'KEQMES PROBX JHSP 

PROBX = name of BBC Input command file 
JHSP = 0, output to FR80 » 1, output to H5P = other, output left in disk file called lother) 

C) Submit ORDER deck in the appropriate manner and request production time. 
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STAR PRODUCTION RUNS 

At prose-- - STAR production is run by the operator under a USER NUMBER 
supplied by .»e user submitting thg Job The usor must also imve tho required 
BBC files available under that USER NUMBER, arrange for time '.hrough his 
division, and submit a BBC production sheet in the appropriate manner. The BBC 
production sheet must contain all tho information neoded by the operator to 
execute the production run. 

The user can either make up h*3 own production sheet or got on© from tho 
BBC group by contacting RON LITTERST, EXT 3222. 

PROBLEM TERMINATION 

A BBC problem run can be terminated for a numbor of reasons, but unless the 
cause is a machine crash all output will be processed normally and a message age 

bio descr ibing the torn I net i on will bo written. Following is a 11st of poss iblo 
causes for problem termination. 

1. STOP TIME REACHED The problem tine became greater than or equal to 
the stop timo specified by the user. 
2. STOP CYCLE REACHED Problem cycle count became greater than or equal 
to tho stop cycle specified by the user. 
3. INTERRUPTED BY USER The problem terminated because the user typed END 
at the teletype. 
d. STORAGE EXCEEOES LIMIT The run was terminated because the problem 
storage requirements exceeded available machine memory. 
5. ENERGY CHECK If the energy in tho problem changes by more then five 
percent the run is terminated. Tho percent change allowable can be changed 
by a SENTL input card. 
6. ERROR IN (SUBROUTINE) This termination indicates that a calculation 
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In a particular- subroutine produced an unacceptable result. 
7. HARDWARE ERROR The run was terminated because a system hardware error 
was detected, such as a divide check. 
6. SOFTWARE ERROR The run was terminated because a software error was 
detected, auch »s 9n in evelid vector descriptor in m STACKLIB routine. 

Note'- In th* case of the machine goln^ down (MACHINE CRASH), the problem program is interrupted by the syste.ii and left In a stele of suspension. In this case the output U* not processed and no error message is written by BBC. When the machine Is deedstartod the problem con ba restarted by executing the BBC elus file. This cin only be done on the 7600's. On the STAR the problem should e resterted Prom the last available restart dump. 

http://syste.ii


SUB 
LOCAL 
VARIABLE 

DEFAULT 
VALUE 

PURP 

S1TMTL C1 1 AOVEC MEVAC 0 IF t 
SFNTL(2i SECST 0 IF 0 

1 
:r:<T!.'?'. fl.'*-L MIOC 0 IF . 
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SENTINEL DEFAULT VALUES 

, RUM WITH EVACUATED MATERIAL 
I, LIMIT PRBB SIZE TO 12 PAGES 
, UNLIMITTED SIZE (STAR ONLY] 
NE. 0 EDIT OT EVERY CYCLE 
1 , EDIT TO SHORT EDIT 2, EDIT TO LONG EDIT 3, EDIT TO TELETYPE 

SI. 'T:_//I ECO I WARN 0 IF 0, 
1 , 

SCMT:_:V, ens JFRT O IF O, CODE WILL STOP WHEN P IS 
,LT. PRTI 1, PRESSURE WILL BE RESET TO PR! 1 FOR P .LT. PRTI . -1, CODE WILL RUN VII TH ANY P 

t-O'E: 5F.E i-ENTLI 31 > FOR PRTI 
SK'L'.(S) LL-'-IW .IPMLC 0 IF 0, CALCULATE PRESSURE ON 2ND 

TIME THRU PRESSURE LOOP 
IF 1, MAKE TOS CALL 2ND TIME THRU 
NOTE: JPCALC SET TO .ME. 0 FOR 

ANALYT:C EOS 
SF.-1TL-'Tj :l"cu JTE5T 0 IF 0, TAKE MO ACTION 

1, STOP WHEN SOUND SPEED IS 
NEGATIVE 

IF 0, 
1 , 

NOT USED AT PRESENT 
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SENTL (10) SETO JSETO 0 

SEMTLCI1) 
SENTL(1Z) 
SENTLU3) EOS NSLJCE 0 

SENTLiM) ADVEC ADVtC2 KORDER 1 

SEMTL(IS) /HYOCOK/ NOECOR 1 

SENTL(tS) /HYDCOM/ JTEASET 0 

SENTLC17) /HYOCOM/ JSENTHYD 1 

SENTLC.16) /HEOCOM/ JSENTRAD 0 

SENTLI191 
SENTL(20) 
SENTL(21) 1FRSDUMP J DUMP 0 

SENTL(22) 
SENTL(23) RADOPTH JFLT 0 
SENTH2A) RAOSUP DTSEL LOCK 10 

IF 0, 1, 
CALCULATE 0 AS USUAL SET 0 TO ZERO 

NOT USED AT PRESENT 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
IF 0, I, NO ACTION TAKEN EOS VECTORS SLICED BY 
IF 1, REMAP IS FIRST ORDER 2, REMAP IS SECOND ORDER " SEE SENTL 27 * 2B FOR TYPE NOTE 
IF SKIP ECOR IN ADVEC2 

0, USE ECOR IN ADVEC2 
IF 0, USE TOTAL ENERGY REMAPPING 

1, USE ECOR IN ADVEC2 
IF 1, RUN HYDRO 

0, DONT RUN HYORO 
IF 0, DONT RUN ENERGY TRANSPORT 

1, RUN ENER6Y TRANSPORT 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
IF 0, TAKE NO ACTION 

1, TURN OFF ALL RSDUMPS 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
INDICATES TYPE OF FLUX LIMITER 
IF LOCK IS: .BE. 1, LOCK IS MAXIMUM NUM. OF SUBQYCLES, NUMBER RESET TO LOCK IF OREATER 0. I SUBCYCLE/CYCLf, HYDRO DT USED 



SENTL(26> 
S E N T H 2 7 ) SLOPES 

SENTL<20) SLOPES 

SENT L( 29) 
SENT L O O ) RADTMP I TRY 
SENTL(31) AOVEC FRAC 
SENTL(32) DTCU CCSET 
SENTL(33) DTCU CI 
SENTLC34) DTCU C2 
SENTLC35) RAODT RDTMUL 
SENTLI36) DTSEL GRAT 
SENTLI37) DTSEL OTMUL 
SENTLC38) DTTM TCSET 

M A N U A L 

ABS(LOCK) MAXIMUM NUM. 
OF SUBCYCLES, IF NUM. I 
.ST. ABS(LOCK) PROBLEM 
TERMINATES 

NOT USED AT PRESENT 
IF 0, SET SLOPES IN DIRECTION OF 

FLOW 
1, SET ACCORDINQ TO UOT 
2, SET TO AVERAGE VALUE 
3, USE 1271=0 FOR EN AND RHO 

AND (27)=2 FOR MOMENTUM 
A, USE 127)=1 FOR EN AND RHO 

AND (27)=2 FOR MOMENTUM 
NOTE: NOT USED UNLESS SENTL(ld)=2 
IF I, SET SLOPES FOR FXPLOOINS 

ZONES TO 0. 
2, SET TO AVERAGE VALUE 

NOTE: NOT USED UNLESS SENTL(14>=2 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
EXPER! MENTAL 
ENERQY CORRECTION CONSTANT CECOR) 
COURANT DT MULTIPLIER 
COUR'.NT OT EQUATION CONSTANT 
MULTIPLIES Q IN DTCU CALCULATION 
ENERGY TRANSPORT DT MULTIPLIER 
GROWTH DT MULTIPLIER 
CYCLE DT MULTIPLIER 
EN/TN DT MULTIPLIER 
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SENTL13S) DTTM 
SENTL(IO) DTVOL 
SENTL(41) 
SENTLC42) LHYDRO 
SENTL143) SETO 
SENTLC44) 
SENTL(4B> SETQ 

SENTLI46) (MANY) 
SENTLI47) FREOCOM 

SENTH48) CHECK.1T 
SENTL(49> ADVEC 

SENT!-(50) RADABCO 
SENTL(51> RADOPTH 
SENTLI52) 
SENTH53) RADTMP 
SENTL<34) RADOT 
SENTL(S5> RADTMP 
SENTLIS6) RADTMP 
SENTLIS7) 
SENTLCS6) 

TMFLOOR 1 .E-4 
VCSET .5 

UHMIN 1 .E-l 
C2 1. 

UZBDY 1 .E 
TMELP IS. 

BADFED .0 
RHOSFNT 0. 

BETA 0. 
FLMUL 1. 

EOUIZ 0. 
REFLOOR 0. 
CR1 .) 
RTFLOOR 1 .E-

FLOOR VALUE FOR EN/TN DT 
VOLUME DT MULTIPLIER 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
VELOCITY FLOOR VALUE 
Q CALCULATION EQUATION CONSTANT 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
CONSTANT IN SOUND SPEED PART OF EQUATION. IF 0, DONADO S. S. 

10 ZONE MASS BOUNDARY VALUES 

STOP RUN WITH 5* ENERSY CHANGE 
IF O, TAKE NO ACTION. IF .NE. 0 SET NEGATIVE RHO TO VALUE 
IMPLICIT- EXPLICIT FACTOR 
FLUX LI MITER MULTIPLIER 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
EXPERIMENTAL 
ENERGY/VOLUME FLOOR 
ENERGY TRANSPORT DT MULTIPLIER 
TEMPERATURE FLOOR 
NOT USEU AT PRESENT 
NOT USED AT PRESENT 
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SENTLI59) NOT USED AT PRESENT 
SENTL(60> NOT USED AT PRESENT 
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NOTICE 

"This report was prepared as in account of work 
sponsorrfl by the United S.ateft Government. 
Neither Hie United Stales nor the United Stales 
Detriment of Energy, nor any of their cm* 
ployetj, nor any of their contractors, subcon
tractors, or ihcnr employed, mates any warranty, 
express or Implied, or assumes any legal liability 
or rcipunsibility Tor the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus 
ptuducl or process dlstlo&cd, QT represents that 
Its use would nor infringe piivatcly-owned rights." 

NOTICE 

Reference to a company or product name doe? 
noi imply approval or lecommcndation of the 
product by the University of California or the 
U.S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of 
others that may be suitable. 


